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About This Game

PRESENTATION

Save the world and find the girl of your dreams among 8 hot candidates in this sexy 'zombie invasion' style RPG/Simulation
adventure!
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FEATURES

8 gorgeous, immodest girls to romance (even marry)!

Tease them or seduce them, make all your fantasies come true!

More than 50 nasty blood-thirsty monsters to slaughter!

Use rifles, shotguns or even Kalachnikovs to succeed!

Modern settings: fight your way through an hospital, a school, even a fast food outlet!

Unique mix of simulation and RPG that rewards defeating the enemies fast!

CONTROLS

To move characters and the cursor, use the directional buttons on the game pad or the arrow keys on the keyboard.

ENTER/SPACE: Confirm, OK, Enter

ESC: Cancel, Menu

PAGE UP: Previous page

PAGE DOWN: Next page

If you're playing with the mouse:
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LEFT-CLICK: Move characters, Confirm, OK, Enter

RIGHT-CLICK: Cancel, Menu

ALT+ENTER: Switches between window mode and full-screen mode.

ALT+F4: Forcibly exits the game.

F12: Forcibly returns to the title screen.
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Title: Blood 'n Bikinis
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Juicy Melons Inc.
Publisher:
大きくて強い
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2018
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English
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Rules and Guidelines.. As near as I can tell, there are literally two games in this genre - this one and Tiny Town VR. There are
pros and cons to each:

1) Diorama Worlds appears to give you limited animation while Tiny Town does not - the best reason to get this
2) Diorama Worlds has no tutorial and is WAY less intuitive than Tiny Town VR
3) Tiny Town VR appears to have more assets in general, but all are completely static and offer very little customization
4) Tiny Town VR appears way more stable at this point
5) Tiny Town VR has multiple various features to make it easier to place, move, copy\/paste, etc. art assets - Diorama Worlds
may have such tools, but good luck finding them without doing a search via the forums or a Wiki.

Despite the fact that Tiny Town VR has a lot more polish, more assets, and has the oh so important 'ease of use' concept down
pat, I'd still say pick both up if you can. However, if Tiny Town VR ever adds any sort of animation feature, than skip Diorama
Worlds, as that is basically the one and only reason to get it over Tiny Town VR.. If you like castle defense well its a castle defense
game. Game length is shorter than my wee man but it came as a bundle so whateves. Wow. I dont get sick very easily, but this one
made me ill. I felt physically sick after just a few minutes. Just remembering the ride makes me nauseous even now.
. Technically competent, and kinda amusing, but there's just not much thing to do. Get it discounted if you want some simple thing to
amuse yourself without too much thinking.. good game with good backgrounds , very well drawn characters with colorful and fun
personalities including the two riders of the story , atmosphere songs , interesting story , good bug monster design ,well placed select
how the story to continue . i recommend this game it was fun and i enjoy it enough to wish to make this comment holping the
creators see it and be all nice and fuzzy inside for someone enjoying what they done. meow. Before you read the review, I just want
to say Im being completely serious when I say something. Let's start the review then.

First, I'll start off by saying, screw what people think abou the bad graphics of this game. The game itself is VERY enjoyable and
you will at times encounter moments that are nothing but hilarious. The fast-paced run 'n' gun is extremely fun, and it really kills
time effectively. And this game is actually active. There are usually up to 20 servers with people playing on each of them.

If you're somebody looking for a fast paced game that can also run on a low-end PC, this game is for you. As long as you're not
gonna complain about the graphics, I personally enjoyed this game a lot and still do to this day. It really could have done better with
a few more game modes and maps, but the game itself is great. Fast paced, simple and fun.. best game
hot♥♥♥♥♥♥and♥♥♥♥♥br>and when u kill something it crashes
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Sorry to say that, but for me you have wasted a very good idea: the idea of a game that calm you and relax. Right now, I am
crazying to complete a quest. You have transformed this game from an original idea to a game like everyones, and this is a great
pity. Before I remembered Sparkle like an original game, now like a game as many.. :(
This game isn't succeeded.. This was a funny and an interesting game to play. I enjoyed the unique upgrades it had to offer
(especially using a shotgun to blast that one last card that had no draws for it). Thank you for making this game. :). If you are a
doomsday prepper, play this and learn from it. A totally texting zombie adventure. I usually love games like this. I simply cannot
recommend it because of the controls. You just click and drag the ball or " ship" around to avoid obstacles. The problem is that
it falls off track of where your mouse pointer is, and this requires you to click and drag again to readjust. It's really frustrating in
a fast paced game. It feels like it would do better as a mobile game.. Ahh childhood gaming....gotta love it. just a normal day in
russia

Old & New mode integration Poll:
AHOY MATEYS!

We are looking at community feedback to reinteragrate the old game modes fleet and ctb (this time with 3v3 support) back into
the game.

If those other modes are reimplemented, the current conquest mode will have more focus on fort attack, possibly turning it into
a rush style game mode like Battlefield. One side will be the attackers while the other will be defenders. We'll also have new and
randomised fort layouts.

The current dilemma is that right now with our small tight-knit community we are deciding whether or not each round should
force play a different mode. This will provide a bit more variety and feeling of content rather than playing the same mode over
and over.

We understand some players prefer to play the same mode and may leave if another mode they aren't too fond of pops on.
Given the handful of servers, the ability to choose the mode gives a few problems.

The first being that we may not get to balance out specific modes because they are not played enough.
The second is the reoccuring case when we implemented the other 2 modes last year. People never got to experience the other
modes and assumed the game was only TDM.

Please voice your opinion at the poll vote below:
http://www.strawpoll.me/15444458. Flat Trip: Community Avatars:
Hey guys and gals! How's it going? I've added official Flat Trip community avatars. 
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 You can use them by going in your profile settings -> find avatar section -> select from official game avatars -> choose any of
the desired avatars. Just thought that it would be nice to have that :) Feel free to use them if you want. Cheers!. Roadmap -
Coming Soon(er or later)™:
Let’s talk about some of the things that we are working on!

We are a fairly small team working on Trailmakers, but we have big ambitions for the game. This week, I’d like to let you in on
some of the things we are working on or have planned for the future of Trailmakers! Some are coming soon, some are coming
later, and some are coming sooner or later.

SUPER IMPORTANT NOTE: Some of these features are more speculative than others. Some are being implemented now,
others are on the drawing board, and some might be scrapped if they end up not being fun.

Treasure Hunt. Clad in Iron: Carolines 1885 Dev Diary #2 - White, grey, black:
We are very strange guys and we are interested in strange questions. For example, we want to know in what color scheme the
Spanish and German warships were painted in Oceania in 1885 during the Carline Islands crisis. There are three possible
answers to this question. Usually for service in hot climates, the ships of the great powers were painted in a white and yellow
version, when the ship's hull was white, and all other parts were yellow-orange. The second option could be the so-called combat
paint, when the hull or the whole ship was painted in gray or gray-blue color. This method has been known since the time of the
American Civil War. In 1885, France was at war with China and part of the French ships were painted gray-blue. The third
color of the ship was the usual black and yellow Victorian type with a black hull and yellow masts and superstructures. We know
for sure that the Spanish squadron assembled in Europe for the campaign on the Pacific Ocean was painted in the Victorian
scheme. This was described in Spanish newspapers in 1885, but we did not find such information about the German ships. But
in the photographs of 1889 from Samoa, where only the hurricane prevented the battle of the German and American colonial
squadrons, we see that the German ships have black hulls and yellow-orange masts and superstructures.

Facebook page link
https://www.facebook.com/totemgamesfcbk/posts/2023808651072082

Steam forum thread link
https://steamcommunity.com/app/712970/discussions/0/1848072002752839707/. v1.2 Update:
**Next Update will be Oct 2019

New Features
- 7 new skill
- Poison area

Improvement
- Redo whole game UI
- Show Attack and defend
- Show the time remains for all status
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- New day message
- Improve tooltips be a better way to show
- improve game engine for future
- update credit list
- status time will be stackable
- all status will run on a better way

Fixed
- material point reset bugs
- avoid direct craft with select any item
- some equipment some time not working well
- auto close panel when recycle, use or drop an item
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